n i for which certain categorization criteria may apply. For H 3 , the relationship [n(n − 1) 2] = e n = n = 3 is valid; this means that H 3 has the additional property of being a T of the new H k+3 are counted one-by-one when the new k vertices are added to H 3 iteratively using SIVA.
Proof. A graph H 3 with n = e n is also a T Applying SIVA results in adding X into ABCA, which leads to the creation of three new T of ABCX. After inserting Y, H 4 is converted to H 5 = ABCXY (Fig. 5 ). In the general case (starting with n = 3), when adding a new vertex to H n then SIVA places the vertex to every
. After adding the kth vertex, new H n+k are created with (n+k) vertices and [(n + k)(n + k − 1)] 2 edges, for (n + k) > 3 and k ≥ 1. This new graph incorporates the set of
belongs to G = (n + k − 3) with (n + k) vertices and (n + k) edges. Hence, the following recursive function is obtained:
Alternatively, this can be expressed as:
where n new − n old = 1. This algebraic relationship states that the product of (n old − 1)! 2 of the T This concludes the proof. ∎ Lemma 3. The number of T n i in H n (n ≥ 3) which traverse selected e q is (n − 2)!.
Proof. Counting the T n i (n ≥ 3) can be done using SIVA but with some differences comparing to Lemma 2: e q does not break. Specifically, if e q is selected then k = n − 3 and the first T 3 1 is created with the two vertices of e q and any one vertex of H n . Then SIVA iterates by inserting the remaining k vertices for n = (3 + k). In each iteration, it is imperative that e q does not break. This variation is visualized in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 for G = 1 and G = 2, respectively. For H 5 (Fig. 5) and selected e is created that always traverse e AB q . The number of T n i is (n − 2)! which is proven by induction: this is valid for H 3 since the cycles that traverse e q are (n−2)! = 1. Similarly for H 4 since (n − 2)! = 2. Therefore: The term (n − 2)! expressing the T n i that traverse e q can be obtained using SIVA, for each T n−1 i traversing e q without breaking it. The fact that e q does not break is denoted by the second term (e T n−1 − 1): this expresses the edges in T n−1 i allowed to break in an one-by-one fashion for creating the new T n i . Overall, the product defines the T n−1 i traversing e q by the value (e T n−1 − 1) from each T n−1 i excluding e q . Since e T n = n, this can be written as:
where n new − n old = 1. This expresses the T n−1 i in H n−1 that always traverse e q by the edges in T n−1 i excluding e q ; this equals to the T n i in H n that traverse e q . ∎ An edge intersects or not any other edge; if e AB q intersects A and B (Fig. 5) then it intersects an edge adjacent to e AB q , meaning that they share the same vertex. Hence, for every edge intersecting e 
The constant expresses the T is: 
Proof. The sum of l i of the T A
This concludes the proof. ∎
The relationship between the sum of l i of the T n i
(W H n ) and the sum of edge weights in ∑ W H AB n is given by [5] :
where X 1 is the weight of e AB q , X 2 is the sum of weights with X, Y ≠ (B ∥ A) for the edges that intersect e AB q (their number is 2(n − 2)), and X 3 is the sum of weights with X, Y ≠ (B ∥ A) for the edges that do not intersect e
Since, the common term is (n − 3)! the extra-factorial sum of edge AB can be written as:
The symbol (!) denotes the removal of the term (n − 3)!. The extra-factorial sum for a selected edge multiplied by 1 (n − 2) is equal to the arithmetic mean of l i of the (n − 2)! cycles that traverse that edge:
For different W H n , the extra-factorial sum can be visualized in a Cartesian chart. Two W H 14 (G 1 and G 2 ) are used as examples: G 1 has random edge weights and G 2 is a copy of G 1 with weights multiplied by 1 2. The charts of the ranked extra-factorial sums of the 91 edges of each graph are shown in Fig. 13 . The first edge has the smallest extra-factorial sum value, while the last (91st) has the largest. This demonstrates that even if the edges have different extra-factorial sums, the corresponding curves are identical. This is because G 2 originates from G 1 meaning that the graphs are linearly dependent. The similarity in the curves signifies that the cycle length distributions (corresponding to each edge) are also identical. Since the extra-factorial sum provides an overview of the subset of cycles that traverse each edge, future work can focus on absolute or relative similarity [6] for two or more complete weighted graphs. Consider the graph W H 4 = ABCD (based on Fig. 5 but with no vertex Y and edges AY, XY, BY, CY, and where A corresponds to A, X to B, B to D, C to C) (Fig. 12) . 
